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LEE FISCHLER

TO GREGORY PATOVSKY 1887-1968

· Father Patovsky -Dubled Quixote of the ghetto/market priest.
The big old man fat as a balloon
Who forever was in the market stalls
Sniffing the fish and sour breads,
Fingering the fruits like beads,
(California wasn't the old country),
Died at St. Stanley's, hands waving
The incense air in final benediction.
They say his heart went boomerang
Before the whole congregation Almost like a Russian tragedy
Turgenev's King Lear of the steppes
Collapsing in wild shrieks.
The elders couldn't lift him Like children round Gargantua
They pressed, fingers flying
Across their shirts - furious motion of the cross.
Death turns laughter into stones Each man's way made irrevocable
Is confession: rich or idiot empty Separates or latches in remembrance
Like God and his best ten.

* * * * *
This was a man like Rabelais Talking God, drinking beer,
Squeezing sausages - living on tea

I

I

From house to house he went
Like a black-robed tinkerer.
Bearded like Rasputin - talking
The immigrant echo of American speech.
"Father, Father," the parish children
Hung about him like wreathes.
Queen Theology stammered out
In fairy tales of Heaven:
"I am afraid of God - he is big like a rock,"
Said George, the butcher's son,
Hands ringing Petovsky's knees.
"God big! No! He is as little as a baby Frail as a twig. Not a spider or bogyman.
You break him in your mouth like bread.
He is gift for you."
On Sundays his sermons
Incoherent as the stars Were janglery of friends he'd met Trips taken (he said jets
were places where you smelled the sky)
- Jokes heard - editorials and reprimands
All addressed familiarly Mass always celebration.
His wisdom: "My people, you are beautiful.
Go out now and be beautiful."
Never tenementing sin on sin Trickery of the faith healer - magic man.
The good father learned American ways:
Cowboy tough he'd scream
"You don't know what good deed to do?
Give money. Money talks."
Crazy Ukrainian bear of a man
Abrupt - with quick shou Ider shrugs His gift was seize - the naivete
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o ·f Love's yearning - hoping past all betrayals
To see the now as Christ's perfect gift Spirit's flood upon the world.
Father Patovsky
Like a salesman peddled Christ Smelling of eggplant and onion Clumsy as innocence.
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STEVE deJONG
SLAB POT No. 2

4

\NNE BUITER

FAIRY VILLAGE

5

BARBARA PETERS

THE PREDICAMENT OF MAN:
KAFKA IN REVIEW

Franz Kafka drew from life's sheath a double-edged sword, with
which he pierced reality's heart. The blood which he dripped on the
pages was black as well as white, and sometimes confusingly grey. But
no matter what the color of the moment is, the essence of the picture
and the picture of essence is one of paradox. And in those rare
instances when the black becomes white and the white becomes black,
Kafka succeeds in pronouncing that reality is paradoxical and in
accepting that, paradox is no longer a reality; for one finds joy in the
sorrow, wholeness in the disintegration and life in the dying.
Like all sensitive men, Kafka is acutely aware of those forces with in,
without and beyond himself that give him clues about life's meaning or
essence. Thus, in his writings, one finds an enormous combination of
emotional, psychological, philosophical, religious and sociological
factors. And because he strove to express reality in terms of paradox,
one is mistaken if one tries to assign one specific level or meaning to his
works. One can, however, rightfully examine Kafka's predominating
tone. Man's awareness of paradox most often leads him to frustration,
tension and ultimately despair. Kafka expresses this inability to deal
with paradox in three, but often overlapping, motifs: alienation versus
conformity, rationalism versus emotionalism, and absolutism versus
relativism.
Throughout Kafka's life, as evidenced both by his diaries and his
works, he felt a loneliness and a separation from others. Consistent wit h
6

nis view of life, he both lamented and encouraged this alienation. On
the one hand, he wished for a normal family-man kind of life. As J.
Hillis Miller in his essay "Franz Kafka and the Metaphysics of
Alienation" puts it,
"It is quite clear that Kafka meant by belonging to the human
world. It meant ... most of all in Kafka's Jewish tradition, being a good
son, and later, having a wife and children. Thus he writes in his journal:
... 'A man without a woman is no person.'
But belonging to the human world also meant for Kafka having a job
and a profession."1

There is a certain comfort in conforming to the so-called human world
and Kafka is painfully aware of it. And yet in that pain, he pushes
through to the possibility of a greater happiness than that found in
conformity, namely, finding truth or "authentic existence." Thus,
Kafka chooses to write and to lead a solitary life, because by so doing,
he hopes to experience and to express the pain which is pleasure and
the pleasure which is pain. He had seen a vision, and in the event that it
might be the Vision, Kafka had to be true to it. As A. P. Foulkes
describes Kafka's state in The Reluctant Pessimist,
"It is only by facing the painful reality of the human situation that

man can recognize that death may lead him to a higher reality, to
Truth."2

Kafka enforced his alienation so that through his writings he might die
to live. To fill the void left by lack of contact with others, Kafka in a
sense, felt it necessary to become increasingly more empty so that he
might be filled. By introducing paradox in Kafka this way, one realizes
that the author himself felt the living tension which orie finds in his
books.
In examining specific works in which alienation plays a dominant
role, one can look at The Metamorphosis and A Country Doctor. In the
former, Kafka deals with the human situation in general; whereas in the
latter, he is concerned with the artist's peculiar plight.
In The Metamorphosis Kafka depicts the paradoxical nature of
authentic existence. At the beginning, Gregor, a non-descript and blase
salesman, lies on his bed reflecting upon his dissatisfaction with his job
and life as a whole:
"Oh God, he thought, what an exhausting job I've picked on!
Traveling about day in, day out ... The devil take it all!"3
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Although he is sticking with the job so that he can support his indigent
family, Gregor's relationship with them is a strangely cold and
non-communicating one. Even his mother comments on the fact that
when Gregor has a night off he spends his time looking at train
schedules or cutting out magazine pictures. One sees a man who is
isolated from life without realizing what he is.
Upon his change into a bug, Gregor, by degrees, is transformed into
a being conscious of his isolation. The irony lies in the fact that in his
physical condition there is nothing he can do about the alienation.
Because he is unlike them in his outward form, the family cannot
accept him. The realization of rejection comes slowly and painfully to
both Gregor and his family. In the end, Kafka magnificently expresses
the truth of paradox in the metamorphosis of the entire family. Gregor,
in finding consciousness, loses his life; the family, in accepting
themselves as productive creatures, reject their initial life line. Kafka's
view of a coming-to-life is frightening. In unequivicable terms he sees
man's only hope in living as dying; and in the dying, Kafka holds out no
absolute assurance that man will find life.
Kafka exposes the artist's alienation as the most pronounced and
most painful of all humans'. One interpretation of A Country Doctor is
that the doctor represents the artist's predicament. There are several
aspects of the story which substantiate this view.
Like the country doctor, who is perplexed at being called to help the
patient, the artist feels drawn to convey a vision of life which
constantly evades expression. In spite of himself, the doctor starts out
on his jouney, as the artist is driven to creation. There is a cost. The
doctor must leave the servant girl, Rose, to be victimized by the groom.
Although the doctor has scarcely noticed her before this journey, he
now suddenly feels the pain of separation. Likewise, the artist must
deny himself normal human relationships (in the form of Rose) in order
that he might pursue his writing . Upon reaching his patient, the doctor
at first finds nothing wrong with him. After a second examination,
however, he finds a wound, whose description as wells as the doctor's
reaction to it is significant to a symbolic interpretation. This is no
ordinary wound!
"Rose-red, in many variations of shade, dark in the hollows, lighter at
the edges ... open as a surface mine to the daylight ... Worms, as thick
and as long as my little finger, themselves rose-red and blood spotted as
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well, wiggling from their vastness in the interior of the wound towards
the light ... Poor boy, you were past helping. I had discovered your
great wound: this blossom in your side was destroying you."4

The diseased section can stand for two equally valid aspects o.f the
artist's life. On the one hand, true to Kafka's juxtaposition of life in
death and death in life, the wound is like the artist's realization that
only through suffering can he produce great art. The dedication to art,
however, like the blossom in the side, will ultimately kill him. On the
other hand, one might also reason that the wound represents that
creativity which an artist refuses or proves unable to bring forth. The
life wiggles inside him, begging the world's light of recognition.
In furthering Kafka's idea of living-dying, one encounters the
deceivingly simple tune which the villagers sing concerning the doctor:
"Strip his clothes off, then he'll heal us,
If he doesn't kill him dead!
Only a doctor, only a doctor."5

The people at once invest in the doctor the power to heal them, while
at the same time, they belittle his strength. They do this, because they
do not want to accept what the doctor wants to offer them. The
villagers want the doctor to cleanse them as they feel the priest cannot,
but the doctor is "no world reformer."6 The doctor wants to do his
duty, but no more. Analogous to th is situation, the artist does not want
to preach to men; but rather he wants to create and express living-ness.
Because he cannot please both himself and others, the artist is fated to
be alienated, like the doctor who in the last lines says,
"Naked, exposed to the frost of this most unhappy of ages, with an
earthly vehicle, unearthly horses, old man that I am, I wander astray."7

These lines climax the growing feeling of both the doctor and the
reader that essence paradoxically lies in a haunting, despairing
alienation.
In examining the second motif, rationality versus emotionalism, one
finds Kafka's attraction and disdain for rationality most convincingly
portrayed in The Trail. Very closely connected to this theme is the
conflict between absolutism and relativism. Thus, some reference to the
third motif may be made at this time. Traditionally, man has held that
through his reasoning power, he should be able to arrive at some
measure of truth; and if not that, man should at least be able to
9

maintain a degree of stability. or control over a situation by means of
his mind. In contradiction to this view, Kafka describes his main
character, Joseph K. as being defeated and betrayed by his reason.
Throughout the book, references are made concerning K.'s belief
that if he only keeps his head, everything will turn out. The following
are a few sections demonstrating this. At the initial arrest, Joseph
comments,
" ... if I had behaved sensibly, nothing further would have happened, all
this would have been nipped in the bud ... In the Bank, for instance, I
am always prepared, nothing of the kind could possibly happen to me
there ... "8

In dealing with the court officials, he shows the same kind of rational
approach:
"He accepted it as a fundamental principal for an accused man to be
always forearmed, never to let himself be caught napping, never to let
his eyes stray unthinkingly to the right when his judge was looming up
on the left - and against that very principle he kept offending again
and again,''9

The impudence of K.'s attitude towards women, the officials, and his
trial is climaxed in his decision to his lawyer, Huld, and to draft his own
petition. K. believes in himself, above all else. It is a belief dramatically
unfounded. Kafka shows the paradox of man who looks to reason for
his salvation, and in so doing, becomes enslaved to his reason, forfeiting
his hopes of redemption. The truth that Joseph K.' s hope lies in
accepting others' help is demonstrated repeatedly. One cannot, however, completely blame K. for rejecting the help and relying upon
himself. Interestingly, while Kafka dismisses rationality as the answer to
K.'s problem, he does not extend the hand of emotionalism as the
answer. Kafka merely poses the dilemma. One feels that he is either
asking or saying that whether one chooses rationality or emotionalism,
one cannot win.
In the final chapter of the book, K. still insists upon putting his faith
in reason, since he says that "The only thing I can do now ... is to keep
my intelligence calm and analytical to the end."1 o Not until the knife
point of death is at his throat, does K. catch a glimmer of the truth,
when he soliloquizes:
"Logic is doubtless unshakable, but it cannot withstand a man who
wants to go on living. Where was the Judge whom he had never seen?
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Where was the High Court, to which he never penetrated? He raised his
fingers and spread out all his fingers."11

Kafka leaves both Joseph K. and the reader suspended between an
innate belief in the validity of a rational life and a suspicion that
rationality is not enough to enable a man to live. The unspoken plea of
both Joseph K: and his creator is that man be able to find the answer to
his questions without becoming a slave to the process.
The last theme, that of absolutism versus relativism, can be seen in
many of Kafka's works. However, for analytical purposes, one need
only examine one of his writings. The Castle is an almost too
over-simplified and un-subtle expression of man's frustrating and futile
search for an absolute. In this case the absolute is described in terms of
the Castle.
In justifying the assignment of this symbolic value on the Castle, one
must first disclose its qualities. Above all else, the Castle is elusive. The
description of it at night in the beginning of the book sets the tone:
"The Castle hill was hidden, veiled in mist and darkness, nor was there
a glimmer of light to show that a castle was there. On the wooden
bridge leading from the main road to the village, K. stood for a long
time gazing into the illusary emptiness above him."12

Upon arriving in the village, in which he was to be land surveyor, K. is
informed that unless he can prove that the Castle has sent for him, he
cannot stay, for all belong to and are responsible to the Castle.
However, when he tries to affirm his appointment with the Castle, K.
immediately becomes involved in a secretive, disorganized bureaucracy,
part of which confirms K.'s position and part of which denies it. To
further complicate matters, K. is unable to find the road leading up to
the Castle. In walking towards it, he discovers that
" ... it (the road) only made toward it and them, as if deliberately,
turned aside, and though it did not lead away from the Castle, it led no
nearer either. At every turn K. expected the road to double back to the
Castle, and only because of this expectation did he go on; he was flatly
unwilling, tired as he was, to leave the street .... "13

Throughout the book the Castle remains inaccessible. One almost feels
as though, with K., he is walking very energetically, but as in a dream,
getting nowhere.
However, lest the reader begin to doubt the Castle's existance, Kafka
throws in a convincing number of messengers, assistants, and secretaries
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who ostensibly are sent by and from the Castle to do its bidding. K.'s
case is handled specifically by Klamm's department. The bearer,
consistent with the sound of his name, conveys the non-communicating, de-personalized attitude of the organization he works for, the
Castle. Although Kafka does not allow K. to doubt the Castle's
existence, one realizes that it would make no difference in his life if K.
were to disbelieve. The village operates the way it does because of the
underlying supposition that all belongs to the Castle. There is no such
being as a free agent.
K. is, however, markedly different in his attitude towards the Castle
than are the villagers. While they "fear and tremble" at the mention of
the Castle, K. seeks to know the Castle for the sake of knowing, not for
the sake of being ruled by it. This attitude leads him into a paradoxical
stance towards the Castle. He is ruthless is his pursuit of knowledge of
the Castle. He uses Frieda, Amalia, the landlady, anyone he can seduce
into his confidence. However, when he is finally given the chance of
being interviewed by Klamm, K. falls asleep. K. is at once deeply
involved and profoundly indifferent.
Kafka leaves K., the reader and man empty-handed. The Absolute is
enticingly close and impossibly remote. Man allows himself to be ruled
by an Absolute he cannot know. This submission of man seals off any
possiblity man might have of determining absolutism or relativism.
Because of Kafka's concentration on the paradox inherent in life's
structure, his writings are marked by tension, frustration, and futility.
Man's only resolution of the dilemma is that there is no resolution. In
presenting man's condition as such, Kafka invites the reader to travel
long enough on the road of paradox to discover that the sword man
wields is sharper, more durable because of its double-edgedness.
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Footnotes
1Miller, "Franz Kafka and the Metaphysics of Alienation," The Tragic Vision

and the Christian Faith, p. 282.
2Foulkes, The Reluctant Pessimist, p. 120.
3Kafka, "The Metamorphosis," The Penal Colony, p. 68.
4Kafka, "A Country Doctor," The Penal Colony, p. 141.
5ldem., p. 142.
61dem., p. 139.
11dem., p. 143.
8Kafka, The Trial, p. 26.
91dem., p. 205.
101dem., p. 282.
11ldem., p. 286.
12Kafka, The Castle, p. 3.
131dem., pp. 14-15.
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GERRY HOEKSTRA
PEDESTRIANS DOWNTOWN
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KA THY VEENSTRA
BLACK WOMAN

LOREN HOEKZEMA
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WAYNE

EARL OPHOFF

PROLEGOMENA TO ANY FUTURE METAPHYSICS

Wrinkled whispers all wishing for wonder
Wonder by wandering, not far, yet not near,
Mixed with the melody of cheerless cheer.
Empty as a bottom of glass, not quite clear,
Is that inference of transcience as necromancies appear
To bloom and to cease, to rise and to die
As that which is, or is not, excuse me, I sigh,
At the bottom of the bottom, perhaps toward the rear,
Breathe on by regression, purple as a sigh
Of bigness wondering, thoughts really much too high,
Nervous as a question, with no sense of fear,
Come and go forever, but don't do it here.
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CURVE
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SIX MINIATURES FOR THREE HORNS
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DANIEL HEYNEN
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NOT MUCH OF A SPEECHMAKER
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HENRY deGRAAF

MADE , UNMADE

Surging waves of love
will carry me far, far away
from houses where men dwel I.
The shock of God .. .wears off, wears on.
Made, unmade, made, unmade.
The warp and woof of Iife
weave patterns white, black, and grey.
The shock of God .. .wears off, wears on.
God, shelter me from myself.
Give me the peace of quiet sleep,
the sleep I never drift into .
The tension on the hangrope jerks me into air.
The shock of God . . .wears off, wears on.
Yet surging waves of love
will carry me far, far away
from houses where men died .
The shock of God shocks life into me,
passes through me, wears off, wears on.
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BOB FONTYN
SHARK'S NOSE
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JEANNE BUITER
CHARCOAL SKETCH

JOHN VANDERZEE
CIVILIZATION
28

DIRK BRINKMAN

FOOTSTEPS

There are two characters. "Footsteps No. 1" who is also
"Off-stage right," and "Off-stage left" who is also "Footsteps
No. 2." They wear hard-healed shoes and black clothing.
The stage is in complete darkness. A single bare bulb
suspended by a long cord hangs in the center of the stage
about 12 feet above the floor.
There is the sound of running water, of water dripping into
a pan, and of transport trucks on a distant freeway.

Footsteps No. 1 enter from stage right. They are hesitant
and fumbling. They stop about 15 feet right of stage center.
"Hrrumph" clears throat.
"Umm ... could ... could you turn on the
light?"
There is a clicking offstage.
Off-stage left,
"The light doesn't work."
Footsteps No. 1, Pause. "Wei I. .. "
"Do you know why?"
Off-stage left,
"Maybe it's the bulb?"
Pause. "Could you check the bulb."
Footsteps No. 1, Ou ickly. "Where is it?"
Off-stage left,
"Well, probably above you."
Footsteps No. 1, "I don't have anything to stand on."
Pause. "Maybe you could bring me a ladder
- a step ladder?"
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Off-stage left,
Footstep No. 1,
Off-stage left,

Pause. "Well ... "
"Could you?"
"Okay."
Noises off-stage makes, like hammering and
dropping wood, suggests he is making a
step ladder.
Finally off-stage left becomes Footsteps No. 2.
Footsteps No. 2 "Where?"
Footsteps No. 1, "Here."
Footsteps No. 2, "Where?"
Footsteps No. 1, "Here."
Footsteps No. 2, "Where's that?" Moves to about 15 feet
left of stage center.
Footsteps No. 1, "Here, where I am."
Footsteps No. 2, "Wei I, here: the ladder."
Footsteps No. 1, "Where's the ladder?"
Off-stage left,
"There where I was of course."
Footsteps No. 1, Moves about hesitantly. Finally "Oww!"
The ladder falls.
He stands the ladder up again, saying to
himself, "That's not where I was."
He begins to climb the ladder.
"I can't find the light."
Off-stage left,
"Maybe its higher."
Footsteps No. 1, Climbs higher. "Hnughuh!" and almost
falls.
"There's no bulb.
"I said, there's no bulb."
Offstage left,
Pause. "Oh," Pause. "Well, I don't have
one."
Footsteps No. 1, Pause, descends ladder.
"Well." Pause; walks off stage right.
Off-stage left,
"Where are you going?"
Off-stage right,
"Maybe I could find a candle."
Pause. "Do you have a match?"
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Off-stage
Off-stage
Off-stage
Off-stage
Off-stage
Off-stage

left,
right,
left,
right,
left,
right,

"No." Pause. "Don't you?"
"No." Pause.
"Did you find a candle?" Pause.
"No." Pause.
"What are you going to do?" Pause. Pause.
"I'm alright, I guess."

The sound of running water, of dripping water and
the distant transports get perceptibly louder. After
about 45-60 seconds the bare bulb is turned on, the
ladder is taken backstage by a man in wooden shoes and
the play is repeated with the light on.
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8/EK/ BLANKE

UNDER THE EYE OF A MICROSCOPE
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JANE ZYLSTRA

THE OATMEAL KID
Hey oatmeal kid
they say,
sling us some hash
gimme more butter
I'm sorry, no seconds.
What?
You're unfair!
What's that? sweet potatoe in the soup?
very clever,
and chicken hearts in the spaghetti?
and Yesterday's peas in the salad?
Ugh!
gimme two ice creams then
I'm sorry, no seconds.
Cold eyes and stares and hate
and like you common scrub-woman,
you wombat.
Then two smal I eyes very unsure,
very kind,
very untouched,
Smile at the oatmeal kid,
And she gives two ice creams
Which melt from the warmth in her heart.
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JAN deBOER
LARGE BLUE POT
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MERRY SLUIS

RECOMMENDATION

When my grandfather dies
methodically pricing an order of seed,
push his wooden chair closer the table,
and slump him forward til a ledger pillows his head
among a dusty pile of mail and wholesale catalogues.
Padlock the doors of the warehouse.
Let the windows seal with the droppings of pigeons.
And though his coffee stands cold in the cup
while his pipe lies unlit in his hand,
he wi 11 rest in peace.
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DAVID ORNE£
GOATY AT THE HAMMOND
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MARCIA LAGERWEY
ABORTION
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DANIEL De VRIES

THE ACTUAL CIRCUMSTANCES
CONCERNING
THE SHORT BUT ILLUSTRIOUS CAREER
OF ROBERT BURTON
AS THIRD BASEMAN FOR THE WHITNEYVILLE BOBCAT!

I was probably the first philosophy major ever to play third base for
Whitneyville State College. Although I may sound arrogant in saying
that, I don't mean to be. The baseball field at WSC was generally
considered to be the private domain of phys ed and business
administration students; I did feel a bit strange out there on the infield
surrounded by all of them - they were not, I'm afraid, my usual circle
of acquaintances - but I really can't say that I felt myself to be a
fundamentally better person than they were. I mention my philosophy
major only because of a basic flaw in the character and perception of
many philosophy students. In brief, they ignore baseball, militantly and
completely, despite the fact that it is the most philosophical of sports,
its rules being a maze of intricacies developed to untangle the most
obscure eventualities, its strategies being diverse and only partially
predicatable, its participants vastly different in specialties and physical
abilities, its equipment being entirely developed within the structure of
the game and only for the game itself, and finally its outcome being
decided by the number of inches which a small ball travels in one
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Jirection or another. It is, in fact, the most baffling and demanding
ogic problem ever devised by man.
Despite a.II this, it is held in ill repute by the philosophy department
it Whitneyville, and I suppose by philosophy departments throughout
:he civilized world. I'll never forget the chagrin of my Introduction to
~ogic 131 professor when he saw me in the lounge at school and
·ealized that I had cut his _class to watch a World Series game. I'll never
=orget the shock of my roommate when, in our Junior year, after two
md a half years of co-existence, I announced to him, "I'm going to try
Jut for the baseball team."
He gasped at me in mute horror. "Where?" he asked dumbly.
"Why, here, of couse," I answered.
My roommate was also a philosophy major and physically he seemed
the embodiement of all those characteristics which people have come to
~xpect in young philosophers. His clothes were badly cut, almost
ilways too large for him. His face was marked by a mild case of
Jost-teenage acne, and atop it flopped a mop of unshapen hair, giving
the impression that he had once had a brush cut and had let his hair
grow without trimming. His hair had looked like that as long as I had
known him.
As freshmen we had Plato's Republic and Kant's Foundations of the
Vletaphysics of Ethics on our list of "books recently read" when we
:1pplied for admission to WSC. We were probably the only applicants to
mention either. Our reading them -was of little existential importance,
however, neither of us having understood a word of Kant or much more
::>f Plato - the basis for a firm friendship between us was slim indeed.
He never accustomed himself to the fact that I listened to baseball
games on the radio as I studied, and I never really countenanced his
membership in a certain campus philisophical society. The society
members were disciples of an obscure European philosopher - a
sensible sort of a man, with a few modestly important things to say whose teachings they had cleverly distorted beyond recognition. It
seemed to me that their work was a plot to take joy out of everyone's
lives. Their system (not the poor European philosopher's of course)
involved a juxtaposition of that which they considered "seminal" and
that which they considered "mundane." Deep thinking and lofty
treatise were considered seminal, while art, music, and beautiful scenery
were considered mundane and consequently found themselves under
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constant attack by the society, somehow only barely managing tc
survive. Baseball they undoubtably considered mundane beyonc
mention, not even worth attacking. He and I had twice applied for ne\/1
roommates; each year we ended up together again.
"What do you want to hang around with a bunch of stupid jock:
for?" he asked, his composure only partially recovered. "You have tc
play with them, eat with them, even take showers with them
Everyday!"
The reason that I decided to try out for the baseball team was that
was crazy about the game. I loved the seconds of apprehension befon
the first pitch, the way the bat feels in your hands after you hit a hare
line drive, the way a well hit ball sails over an infielder's head, the way,
ground ball skoots into your glove as you skim across the infield. Ir
short, I had never outgrown baseball.
I tried out for the team without any false illusions concerning m,
ability to make it. I was a mediocre player at best - a chronic .23(
hitter, only a fair fielder - and I knew it. I possessed, however, a large
measure of what coaches refer to as hustle, that is, a doggec
aggressiveness which causes one to do even the most insignificant thing!
as forcefully as possible. I was always able to convey the impressior
that I would be ready to lay down my life on a baseball field. It wa!
that which enabled me to play for my high school's team during m,
junior and senior years. I even started during the last half of my seniot
season. It required more than hustle for me to make the WhitnewvillE
Bobcat's roster, however.
I really made the team because of Evan Sanders. Evan was the most
popular Negro at WSC. Whitneyville had a small community of
untroublesome lower middle class Negroes. They raised their families
unpretentiously and sent their children to the town's only high school.
Evan was the first to attend WSC. He was the son of the pastor of the
Grace and Gospel Baptist Church in town. The Rev. Mr. Sanders was a
great favorite of the Whitneyville citizenry. During the local International Brotherhood Week rally he had delivered a stirring address
entitled "Individual and Community Responsibility." Those present
found him most inspirational; The Whitneyville Dispatch lauded him
for his• insight and oratorical talent. When he sermonically denounced
Black rioters and looters who had participated in a disturbance in
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;hicago he enstalled himself as the permanent darling of the people of
Vhitneyville.
His son was the fitting recipient of the first Edward T. Whitney
Jlemorial Scholarship - a creation of the Brotherhood Committee, who
1dmitted that they had been not unmoved by Rev. Sanders' remarks at
:heir rally. The purpose of the scholarship had been to enable "some
roung person of scholastic excellence to receive a college education at
Nhitneyville State College, which he might not otherwise be able to
foance." Although Evan Sanders' scholastic record was moderately
mdistinguished, his excellent parentage more than compensated, and
1is father dissuaded him from fulfilling his plans to attend the State
Jniversity. It was with great pride that WSC enrolled the outstanding
1oung man, who was also, and quite incidentally, an all state high
;chool basketball player. Evan was also an outstanding baseball player.
n fact, after three of four days of autumn practice it became obvious
that he was one of the most talented catchers that Coach Wazlinski had
~ver been able to outfit in Whitneyville flannels.
I hadn't turned out for autumn practice. The inspiration to try out
:or the team had not seized me until New Year's Eve. I had never even
:onsidered playing baseball during my first two years at school, always
1ssuming that I was certainly not good enough to make the team. Then,
;uddenly, while back home for vacation in the midst of a New Year's
::ve party the idea possessed me with a tenacity which I could scarcely
Jelieve. It was as if I had just received a religious revelation. In an
nstant it became very clear to me that I was ordained to try out for the
Nhitneyville State College Bobcats baseball team. I awoke the next
norning, uncomfortable from the adventures of the evening before, but
1s convinced as I had been in those early morning hours that I was
neant to play baseball that spring. Late night schemes are dangerous
chings and usually to be ignored, but if they last till morning they are
1ot to be taken lightly. I reported to spring practice.
I realized that I would have to do something mildly sensational in
Jrder to convince Coach Wazlinski that my presence on the team cou Id
Je justified. There was no written rule, but common knowledge had it
that it was a rare day indeed when the Coach added to his roster a
Jerson who had not reported to autumn practice. I considered
~xplaining my "Auld Lange Syne" 's inspiration to him, but the Coach
impressed me as a most unromantic type, and there was little other
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instinct in a person to which such an account might appeal. I resolved
to work a miracle.
I don't think I particularly impressed Coach Wazlinski as the answer
to his third base problems at the beginning of spring training. At firs1
we worked out in the gym. We did lots of pushups and situps - I de
pushups only moderately well, and situps hardly at all. In the battin~
net I hit the ball now and then. Besides, Coach Wazlinski didn't have
any third base problems. A transfer student named Summers did very
well there when the snow melted and we began practicing outdoors.
But I made the team because of Evan Sanders.
Coach believed in trying out prospective players in a game situation .
The three days before he made his cut we played intra-squad ball
games. On the third day I got into a game and blooped a double to righ1
center field. The next batter grounded a single into left. I barrelled
around third base without watching the play. Speed was not my
greatest athletic asset, but the ball was hit only fairly well and I figured
my chances of scoring were slightly greater than marginal. In front of
me loomed Evan Sanders, behind me somewhere the left fielder wa~
picking up the ball. I watched Sanders' eyes as they followed the flight
of the ball toward him. His glove stopped the throw next to my left leg
at precisely the same instant that my right foot hit his ankle.
The baseball dropped from his glove; he lost his balance and fell, his
ankle clamped quite firmly between my legs. I was safe. Sanders was
through for the season, his ankle fractured.
Coach Wazlinski was not thrilled by my performance. In fact he
hardly seemed to notice me. Evan was gingerly carried to a station
wagon and driven to the hospital. Very clearly I did not make the team
because of the initiative which I had displayed in incapacitating Evan.
That was an accident. He was twice my size and even if I had borne him
any malice I would not have attacked him. No, the ankle can be a very
weak part of a very strong man, and I happened to get Evan's ankle. I
did make the team because of Evan though; in fact I made it because I
had injured him.
That night Coach Wazlinski went home and drew up his roster. He
had planned on building his team around Sanders, but that idea lay
crumbled in the sand around home plate. So in one of those roster
shuffles that have perplexed and challenged coaches and managers since
athletic events evolved from spectacles in which people tried merely to
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kill each other, into more complex forms, Coach Wazlinski put together
a team without Evan Sanders.
He had a back-up catcher whose only liability was that he
couldn't hit. He also had the transfer student Summers, an all-round
athlete sort, who caught nearly as well as he played third base. He was
to be Evan's heir. Coach Wazlinski moved a second baseman to third.
He moved a reserve infielder to second. That left him with only one
reserve infielder and two left-handed first basemen, who, being left
handed, could play only first base. He needed another reserve infielder
and that turned out to be me. The next day the baseball team roster
was posted in the locker room. Seventeen names were typed neatly in
alphabetical order on the sheet. Beneath them was mine, Burton.
I might not have played very much that season, I certainly wouldn't
have started on opening day had it not been for Patrick Cunningham
and Mark Daniels. Patrick Cunningham was Whitneyville's Campus
Security Officer; Daniels the erstwhile second baseman whom Coach
has planned to use at third.
The team practiced for a week and a half before opening day, which
was to be the second Saturday in April. Daniels looked a little more
peaked each day. On the Friday before the game Coach Wazlinski called
my room.
"I want to see you," he said.
"Right," I answered.
I met him in his office. The office was lined with photographs of
Coach with each of his twelve Whitneyville teams, photographs of
young Thad Wazlinski from his days as Whitneyville's first baseman,
photographs of a slightly older Wazlinski in different minor league
uniforms, and prominently displayed above his desk, Thad Wazlinski
and Warren Spahn, both in Boston Braves uniforms. Coach had played
for two years in the big leagues. He even started a little during his first
season, but after that he went downhill, kicking around the minors for
awhile, and finally came back to coach at his "alma mater." If he had
not become rich playing baseball he had at least learned the game well.
If his stomach had been filled out somewhat by a little too much beer,
he still knew how to handle a baseball team. If I found his dedication to
his discipline as amusing as that of any other phys ed instructor, I was
forced to admire his mastery of it. My heart went out to him a bit.
"I've got a problem, Burton," he said.
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"Oh," I replied.
"Daniels has got mono."
"That's too bad," I said, feigning deep concern. Already I saw that I
might be involved in all of this.
"That leaves me without a third baseman."
"I guess it does."
"You're starting tomorrow."
I found that somewhat hard to believe.
"You'll just have to do your best. You'll be on the spot, but just hit
the other team like you did Sanders."
The implication was obvious. You started all this disaster. You save
us from it.,
"Yes sir." I said.
"You'll get a good work out at third this afternoon. Then get a good
night's sleep ." He looked at me severely as though he knew about the
party which I had planned to attend that evening.
I liked Coach Wazlinski a little less after that interview. He seemed
somewhat reluctant to have me play at all. I liked him a lot less when I
discovered t hat I was playing only because there was no one else who
could . That's where Patrick Cunningham comes in . Two days earlier he
had searched the room of Jack Samuels and Phillip Grange. Samuels
was t he team's ot her reserve infielder, and Grange its only right handed
reserve outfielder. They happened to room together, and it was
rumored that their room contained all manner of contraband. Cunningham , an ex-police detective, ransacked it during Wednesday's baseball
practice. He found two very illegal cans of beer; one apiece - the
evidence was enough to convict t he pair before a special discipline
committee which met on Thursday evening, and suspended them both
for a week. Coach Wazlinski didn't find out about it until he could no
longer intervene effectively, and I learned about it at practice on
Friday. I would play because, except fo r the aforementioned catcher
who couldn't hit, and three pitchers who fielded even worse than he
hit, I was the only right handed substitute whom Coach had left.
Despit e my hu rt feelings, I had a serious tactical difficulty to face
before I began to worry abou t taking the field on Saturday. Her name
was Ellen Clarke. I had been dating Miss Clarke since Thanksgiving Day.
She was an English major; highly intelligent and moderately sexy. She
had only two great faults. The first was that when she planned on doing
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omething she liked not at all to change those plans. The second was
hat she hated baseball. We had early in the week decided to attend the
nentioned party. Indeed, it promised to be one of the year's better.
)bviously, in this circumstance, when the irritation of her second great
ault would cause the irritation of her first, she would be a threat to
iny man's aplomb. I approached my explanation to her without relish.
"What do you mean you can't go to the party tonight?" she inquired
vith annoyed tones into her telephone.
"I have to play baseball tomorrow," I said with great humility of
pirit.
"You knew that on Tuesday when we decided to go. I've been
,tanning on this all week."
"I'm starting tomorrow. I have to rest tonight by mandate from the
:oach."
"Starting? Why?" She, being aware of my status on the team, was
nore surprised than annoyed now.
"Its a long story. Daniels has got mono and Samuels and Grange got
>usted for beer. I'm the only infielder left."
"Well play your stupid old game. See if I care." Her shock having
ubsided, Ellen was again her old self.
"I will," I said.
"I just wish you cared as much about other people as you do about
>aseball." It was a familiar charge. "I wish you'd grow up. I want to go
:o that party."
"You can still go."
"Surely, and sit around all night."
"You won't have to sit around."
"I guess I won't. I'll go and really have a ball. I'll find some nice guys
:o have some fun with. I might even find some nice guy to shack up
,vith." It was a noble threat, especially since she was one of the most
:haste and modest virgins whom I had ever met ..
The next day began badly for me. I opened up my locker at noon
md confronted my uniform. I had forgotten all about my uniform.
rhat was the year that the Whitneyville Bobcats aquired new uniforms.
rhey were beautiful; milk white with red pin stripes and "Bobcats"
ettered across the front in blue script. Coach had ordered eighteen of
chem. there were eighteen men on the team; eighteen that is, not
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including the Coach. He had forgotten that he also wore a uniform,
thus leaving one of his players without. I liked Coach Wazlinski a good
deal less when I saw my uniform. His would be white and new, marred
only by his stomach handing over his belt. My stomach would not hang
over my belt, but my uniform was grey, with no stripes, and the word
"WHITNEYVILLE" across my chest in red block letters. The only
other person with a uniform like that was the team manager, a glorified
college version of the traditional batboy.
I felt mildly uncomfortable during the pre-game workout. We started
by lobbing baseballs back and forth on the sidelines. I found myself
paired with an extremely fast and extremely wild pitcher, who seemed
determined to throw his arm out. My glove hand ached slightly as we
loped out for infield practice. It was then that I first began to attract
attention. There were a few people in the bleachers behind the dugouts.
College baseball crowds are not usually large, but they are often
vociferous. In my grey uniform I caught the fancy of one leather lunged
early arrival. "Hey," he shouted from behind third base, "they're
playing the batboy."
The suggestion was too good to die. He repeated it moments later.
The pattern was evident to me long before it unfolded. Soon my
admirer would be joined by new arrivals. Their shouts of encouragement would diversify into a thousand variations. "What say, Batboy?"
"Hit it to the batboy." "Go get 'em, Batboy!"
I was very scared. Mercifully the first time the ball was hit my way it
was a slow high hopper. I fielded it and threw to first. It hurt my arm
to throw that far. "Way tofire there, Batboy!" shouted my fan. The
next ball took three skips to my left. I crossed in front of the shortstop,
fielded it cleanly and whipped it sidearm, three feet over the first
baseman's outstreched glove. A minute later Coach hit a shot at me. It
bounced in front of my glove, hit my shin and caromed of into center
field. "Hey Batboy, get down on those." That was a new voice. It might
be a long afternoon.
After our workout the starting lineup stood on the sidelines, playing
catch to stay loose, and watching the visiting team take their infield
drill. I contemplated their third baseman. He was tall and graceful and
seemed to like to play third base. He went to his right easily, stopping a
grounder in front of the bag. He charged a slow roller and flipped easily
to first. I felt even more scared. I was playing catch with our first
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aseman. Coach had said something to him, pointed him in my
irection and sent him trotting out to me. Every time I threw within
asy range he smiled encouragingly.
Then we took the field. I felt very strange .standing out there with all
nose white uniformed business and phys ed majors. My fans were
alling to me with gusto. I felt lonely, with only my base and the other
:!am's third base coach to keep me company. The hitter pointed his bat
t me. I wondered what I would do if the ball were hit my way. I
1ished for the ground to envelope me. The batter swung and the ball
1ent straight up, then started to fall toward third base. I backstepped
Nice. "Get it Batboy," screamed someone. "Over! Over!" shouted our
,ortstop. I stumbled over, tripping on he base and caught the ball with
iy gloved hand as I rolled to the ground. I had drawn first blood.
Sun get in your eyes, Burton?" asked Coach Wazlinski as I slumped
1to the dugout after the third out.
"Yes, sir," I lied.
"Do your best." he answered.
Getting one's hands on the ball in play is supposed to ease one's
arly game jitters. That day I was exempt from the promises of such
1axims. My early game jitters ·got worse and worse as the game got
>nger and longer. In the second inning, amid a thunder of batboy
pithets, and with two men on base, I struck out swinging. "Keep your
ye on the ball, Burton," said Coach.
The game developed into a good one. We trailed one to nothing
1hen I stepped to bat in the fifth inning, having handled four more
lays, including two bunts whose purpose had seemed to be mostly
sychological, without error; although one base hit which I knew the
ther team's third basemen would have had gone by my right into the
orner, scoring their only run. I stuck my bat in front of the first pitch,
fastball, and looped it to right field. I found myself on first base with
single. From first base I saw something which I had not seen before.
van Sanders sat directly behind our dugout on the third base side. He
>oked quite glum, seeming to wish quite heartily that he were where I
1as. It probably didn't occur to him that I wished equally heartily to
e where he was. As I ruminated, one man struck out, another popped
) second, and Charlie Summers hit a long home run over the left field
mce. The score was two to one.
After that I couldn't stop looking at Evan' as I trotted from my third
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base post to the dugout. He bothered me, just sitting there, lookin!
glum. _ I made an inconsequential error in the seventh inning. M)
admirers had not lost interest in me. They offered noisy condolences
As I considered the assortment of advice generating from the stands I
spied a most traumatic sight. Ellen was in the seats behind homeplate
sitting with my roommate. I was deeply shocked. Neither liked basebal
at all, but then neither was watching the game. They were laughin!
merrily together - my roommate! laughing merrily, it was frightenin!
- quite oblivious to the presence of myself, or anyone else.
I considered the matter as we batted in the seventh inning. As I too~
a called third strike for the final out, the answer struck me. M)
roommate had been at the party the night before. Knowing my distastE
for him Ellen had lured him to the ball park with her, in order to spitE
me. Understanding fully her intent, and disliking me as well as I dislikec
him, he had cooperated. I was distressed and furious.
An angry passion began to fill me. It brewed as the opposition wendown in the eighth inning, amid shouts of "Batboy, do this," anc
"Batboy, do that." It brewed as I crossed the foul line and saw Evar
Sanders sitting glumly in the stands. It brewed as we went out in th1
eighth. It boiled over as the other team loaded the bases with one out ir
the top of the ninth. Ellen and my roommate were watching the gam1
now. I determined to do something spectacular. I wasn't quite sun
what I would do, but an opportunity appeared almost immediately
The other team's third baseman was batting, their shortstop, a nimbi!
cocky little fellow was on third. He danced down the line on the firs·
pitch, a ball. He did it again on the second, a called strike. On the thirc
he broke for home. It was a suicide squeeze bunt. My opportunity hac
come. I dashed madly toward the plate. A third of the way down th1
line I passed the runner who had stopped. It was not a suicide squeez1
at all; visiting teams don't do that sort of thing while a run behind, wid
the bases full and their best hitter at bat. It was rather a well executec
fake, meant to rattle the pitcher. It had instead rattled only a thirc
baseman. When the hitter swung mightily I realized my mistake.
The ball was hit directly at me. It took a very long time arriving; sc
long that I counted its stiches and read the letters S-P-A-L-0-1 -N-G or
its cover. But I could neither duck nor bring my glove up to catch it.
thought of Evan Sanders in the stands, my funny looking grey suit, anc
Ellen and my roommate laughing together. I thought of what Coad
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ould say after the go-ahead run had scored from second base. My
ntire baseball career repeated itself in my mind, every minute detail
,tact. Then the ball hit me in the head.
I didn't see what happened after that because I was unconscious.
lien told me about it later. When the batter hit the pitch all the
mners took off. They didn't stop when they saw the ball hit me and
iii up into the air. However, it sailed straight into the hands of our
1ortstop, who trotted over and touched second base to finish a game
,inning double play, third to short, 5-6. I was a hero.
It would have been very romantic of me to have been in a coma for
,ree weeks. I wasn't - I regained consciousness fifteen seconds later,
onfused, but excepting a sizeable bump on my head, in good health.
1lthough that play was the high point of my career it was not its end. I
tarted the next game, which we also won. Daniels, as it turned out, had
severe flu and not mono. Grange and Samuels were reinstated within
,e week. I didn't start again, although Coach Wazlinski out-managed
imself now and then; and nearly out of substitutes would sometimes
ut me into a game. I got a new uniform too.
I didn't play baseball in my senior year. During the summer I
ecame engaged to Miss Clarke and we were married the next winter.
lolJI!, I hardly even watch the World Series anymore.
1
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